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SURGICAL COMPLICATIONS 
AFTER EPP

— PLEURO-PULMONARY:
pneumonia, ALI/ARDS
bronchopleural fistula

pleural empyema

— CARDIOVASCULAR:
arrhythmias, 

cardiac herniation
pulmonary embolism

— TECHNICAL:
haemothorax, chylothorax, 

prosthetic patch dehiscence
oesophagopleural fistula

MORBIDITY high 22% - 62% 
most complications

manageable…

MORTALITY 2% TO 5% 
in experienced centers



P/D HAS LOWER MORTALITY 0%-2% AND LOWER MORBIDITY 
(complications are specific: prolonged air leak, hemothorax,…)

therefore currently the most common surgical approach
improved late pulmonary function, 
better short- and long-term QoL, 

chance to offer surgery in older pts
pts with limited cardiorespiratory reserve

Meta-analysis OS after P/D vs EPP Ann Thorac Surg 2015

2year survival ratewas similar for the two cohorts
EPP associated with a 2.5-fold higher short-term mortality

therefore, P/D should be preferred if MCR could be achieved



surgical cytoreduction, is not expected to achieve always R0 target

multimodality therapy administered after surgery,

HITHOC as another type of  adjuvant local treatment, performed in operating room immediately after surgery

1. high concentrated dose of  chemo- (usually cisplatin) infused in 3–4 liters of  saline solution

2. warmed at 38–43°, introduced and circulated in the chest for 60 minutes after both EPP or P/D

THE HITHOC ACTS WITH A DOUBLE ACTION: chemotherapeutic drug has a local / direct effect on the tumor cells

while hyperthermia enhances the impact of  chemotherapy by increasing its penetration into the tissue

HITHOC as surgery-based multimodality therapy
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SURGERY FOR RECURRENCE

Locally recurrent disease is a common 
problem after surgery for MPM. 

usually in the ipsilateral thoracic cavity
(also retroperitoneum and abdomen)

usually this is handled by localized RT or CT
occasionally the recurrence is limited and 

potentially resectable
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Although EPP is associated with a higher morbidity (25%) and surgical mortality (4–15%),
it provides more complete tumor cytoreduction than P/D,
and the empty thorax permits the use of high-dose radiotherapy postoperatively

P/D is associated with lower morbidity and mortality but MCR is less frequently attainable
Residual disease can remain on diaphragm, pericardium, lobar fissures, LNs intra-pulm & extrapleural
Diffuse infiltration of lung parenchyma is common with sarcomatoid and mixed histologic variants.



CHI OPERIAMO? EPITHELIOD BIPHASIC ???

COME sempre P/D (quale P/D?) EPP?

Quale obbiettivo Macroscopic Complete Resection R0/R1?

NOMENCLATURA,  STAGING LINFONODALE SHADOW ZONE

RUOLO ATTIVO DEL CHIRURGO MDT IN QUALE FASE LA CHIRURGIA POTREBBE/DEVE? ESSERE INTEGRATA
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